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About This Game

Screeps is about scripting your creeps.

It is an open source MMO RTS sandbox game for programming enthusiasts, wherein the core mechanic is programming your
units AI. With all the attributes of a full-fledged strategy game, you control your colony by writing real JavaScript which

operates 24/7 in the single persistent world filled by other players on par with you.

Your colony can harvest resources, build units, conquer territory, trade with other colonies. As you conquer more territory,
your influence in the game world grows, as well as your abilities to expand your footprint. But beware, multiple players aiming

for the same territory may lead to conflict!

Screeps is developed for people with programming skills. Unlike some other RTS games, your units in Screeps can react to
events without your participation – provided that you have programmed them properly. And, unlike other MMO, you do not

have to play Screeps constantly to play well. It is quite enough just to check once in a while to see if everything goes well.

Features:

 You play by writing JavaScript AI which controls your units 24/7 even while you're offline.

 Units of all players coexist in the same real-time huge persistent world and obey the same rules.
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 Many kinds of units, base building, mining resources, territory control, economy, manufacturing, transporting, logistics,
trading—all the attributes of a real strategy game which you need to program!

 The better your scripts, the better your game—irrespective of the time played. Your creeps will mine, build, defend,
and conquer as you just work, sleep, or walk your dog.

 Only basic programming skills are required. However, if you are a pro developer, now is the chance to put your skills to
the limit!

 Edit your scripts from the in-game editor, or using your favorite external IDE.

 Permanent MMO access with 20 CPU limit included in the starter package. Unlock your full CPU in your account on
the official server by purchasing a CPU subscription plan or via in-game items called Subscription Tokens (can be
bought by in-game credits). The subscription cost is the same for all players, there is no way to pay more to gain more
advantages.

 If you don't want to buy a subscription, that's fine—there is a standalone non-subscription world shard where you can
compete with other non-subscription players on equal terms.

 Host your own server, modify games rules and play with your friends via LAN or on the Internet. No subscription
required. The server is an open source project.

 The game is slow-paced (from 2 seconds to 5 seconds per game tick depending on a world shard where you start
playing), since it allows you to debug your scripts in the real-time world. You can use your private server to develop and
test with fast pace (up to 10 game ticks per second).
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Title: Screeps
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Developer:
Screeps
Publisher:
Screeps
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Changelog 2017-05-11:

Updated official servers runtime Node.js version to 6.10.3 LTS.
Changed terminal transfer energy cost formula:

energy_cost = resources_amount * (1 - Math.exp(-range / 30)). Non-Subscription Shard Launched:
We were all looking forward for shard3 to open. In this post, we are pleased to announce its launch along with some
more great news.

First, we’re happy to announce that the free non-subscription CPU limit is raised from 10 to 20. Yay!

And now is the most interesting part. Shard3 becomes our first CPU-limited shard. It limits CPU of all players to 20.
Even if you have an active subscription and assigned more CPU to this shard, only 20 CPU will be active there. This
means this shard is mostly designed as a level playing field for non-subscription players. They can now compete with
all their neighbors on equal terms (CPU-wise), whether they are subscribed or not.

In all other aspects, shard3 is a regular shard with Novice and Respawn Areas and portals from shard2 (temporary closed
for 60 days). You can freely travel there, but your CPU will be capped, so having a subscription will force you to learn
how to optimize your creeps in the same way as non-subscribed players do.

And the last thing: since you get twice as much CPU now when you buy Screeps on Steam, the free 30-day subscription
trial is discontinued. We recommend new players to start on shard3 and buy a subscription if they want to expand to
other shards.. Changelog 2016-09-19:

Added new method Game.market.getOrderById.

Updated all script servers to Node.js 6.6.0 (V8 5.1.281.75).
VIEW ORIGINAL ARTICLE[support.screeps.com]. Optimizations roadmap:

Game performance in all aspects is an important area of our work. It was not left unnoticed by us that game simulation
performance (tick rate) noticeably decreased lately due to the increase of the number of objects and growing complexity
of players’ scripts. We understand it can lead to negative sentiment on the subscription-based model, and we won’t
tolerate this situation. So in this post, we’ll talk about the three directions we plan to move so as to radically optimize
performance.

Runtime: new virtual machine. Auth Tokens:
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We’re glad to announce that Screeps now has user-generated authentication tokens support. You can use these persistent
tokens to authenticate to our undocumented Web API endpoints without using the sign-in process. Use your Account /
Auth Tokens section to generate such a token.

Please note that the usual sign-in process will start using Google Invisible reCAPTCHA effective February 1, 2018.

If you have an external tool which uses https://screeps.com/api/auth/signin endpoint automatically, please change it
to use Auth Tokens before February 1, 2018! Otherwise it will stop working.

Doing this is trivial: you need to drop using auth/signin endpoint and set X-Token header in all your requests to the
persistent token generated from your account settings.

Learn more about this feature in the documentation[docs.screeps.com].
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